Our Specialty Reviews
provide expertise precisely
when and where you need it.
Revenew delivers specialized knowledge and experience precisely when and
where you need it. From complex purchase sale agreements requiring review for
contract compliance to support on investigations, claims or disputes, our experts
will conduct root-cause analyses and provide value-added recommendations
that can be implemented in real time to improve company processes and controls.

“Revenew’s process
improvement
suggestions
exceeded my
expectations, and
the dollars recovered
were greatly
appreciated by our
operations team.”

SPECIALTY REVIEWS
Our Specialty Reviews focus on contract compliance as well as key capital
and operational areas. With the depth of experience and skills needed to get to
the root cause, Revenew’s experts find and surface issues quickly to formulate
recommendations that management can understand and implement, sometimes
while the review is being conducted. By employing our unique methodology, we
help clients to identify – and remedy – gaps in processes and controls to keep
project completion on schedule and operations online.
• Purchase sale agreements
• Bonds
• JV agreements			
• Disputes
• O&M agreements		
• Claims
• Major construction		
• Investigations
• Insurance			• Litigation support				
		
PERFORMANCE REVIEWS
During Performance Reviews, our experts focus on key contract metrics and
functional areas to ensure that tasks are being performed to the specifications
of a contract or functional area. Revenew’s team has experience working within
industry and have personally performed many of the roles and challenges our
clients are faced with. They apply root-cause analyses to identify and surface
issues, ultimately making recommendations that help our clients better manage
vendors, suppliers and contractors.
• Cost				
• Strategic sourcing
• Schedule			
• Materials management
• Environmental			
• Transportation & logistics
• Health & safety			
• Training
• Security			
• Certifications
• Quality				• Licensing			

Revenew’s Cost Recovery and Cost Containment services produce hard-dollar results for our clients – specific,
tangible, and often quite substantial. Please contact us today at 281-276-4500 or info@revenew.net to learn more.
You have everything to gain.
www.revenew.net

